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Definition of Trial+, read as "Trial Extension"   

Use of QR 

RM 0.00 - Self Print 

RM 0.35 - Quantity by X100 (Paper Base) 

RM 0.50 - Quantity by X2000/Roll (Weatherproof) 

Access to SCO 
Platform 

The Definition of Trial+ 
The Trial+ plan is a trial extension plan for Customers who wants more time to continue experiencing SRM 
without converting to Paid plan. Therefore, as this plan is not a Subscription, Trial+ Customers are eligible to 
only use the SCO apps to run their service operations with most of the functions of SCO, but they will not own 
the right of any data generated by SCO for usage beyond the SCO Base App. Additionally, SRM will only be 
accessible to Trial+ Customers when our servers have extra bandwidth on a best-effort and available basis.  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Future Options:- 
1. Trial+ tenant can start a new paid subscription setup. 
2. Trial+ tenant with new paid subscription setup are given the option for data acquisition from previous Trail+ 
environment at below cost:- 
A. RM 2.00 / Per customer Info, Min RM 1 or 3% for each SCO transactions and 1 time data acquisition service 
charges of RM 2,000. All price subject to 6% SST exclusive. 
B. Data acquisition only by range of last 50% of data or 100% of data on both customer info and SCO 
transaction.  
 
Example B1: Last 50% of data acquisition on both customer profile & SCO transaction data.  
Example B2: 100% of customer profile without SCO transaction, this is not allowable. 
Example B3: 100% of customer profile with 50% SCO transaction, this is not allowable.   

Question & Answer for Trial+ program options 
 
1. The purpose of Trial+ program. 
Answer: This is aimed towards tenants who just want to continue to use SCO apps for running their service 
operations and improve their internal process. Additionally, to also provide their customers with online access 
to job reports and receipts. 
 
2. What is meant by without right of data. 
Answer: Trial+ tenant will be given the option to download any kind of data from the platform, including their 
own customer details, vehicle details, inventory details, & service job details. In addition, there will be no 
reports nor any listing of transactions available to Trial+ tenants. Standard BOT messaging feature are 
available to Trial+ tenants, but without the onDemand features. *Refer to features’ worksheets. 
 
3. Can I engage ChainSpirit for add-on service such customer engagement campaign by sending bulk SMS to 
tenant customer? 
Answer: Yes, on a case to case basis with premium price (>3 times more than paid subscriptions tenant). 

 


